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Job Websites 2009 
 

Beyond.com claims to be the "largest network of niche career communities" on the Net. 
It essentially hooks together different organizations like PRJobForce.com and 
PhillyJobs.com all in one place, which makes it easy to find leads in your community.  
 
Craigslist.com The granddaddy of online classifieds gives those who are focused on 
searching for jobs within their communities an easy way to look. It might be one of the 
least-polished entities listed here, but the sheer number of local job listings makes up for 
it. 
 
Execu|Search looks to be a selective, higher-tier job search property. Execu|Search 
screens and reviews every resume that is submitted, and helps employers find the best 
possible candidates for their open positions. 
 
Hound's search engine shows jobs from employer Web sites only. In theory, this cuts out 
duplicate listings and shows opportunities that are not posted on other job boards 
 
Indeed works as an aggregator for listings from major job Web sites, company Web 
sites, associations, and other online sources. Its simplicity and ease of use are its best 
features. 
 
JobCentral is a service formed by a nonprofit consortium of U.S. corporations like IBM 
and Dell, which makes it ideal if you're looking for corporate job listings. 
 
Jobster uses an active approach to help employers and recruiting teams of all sizes find 
their candidates. The company calls its method "social recruiting," and it services 24 
different job categories. 
 
LinkedIn Best known for being a social network for professionals, LinkedIn also has 
thorough job listings, some of which are exclusive to LinkedIn. 
 
Monster In addition to being arguably the best-known global job-listings site, Monster 
also offers advice on resumes, interviewing, and salary information. 
 
Oodle, which specializes in online classifieds, includes a job classifieds section that 
finely cuts job opportunities down to job title, category, industry, and company. Did you 
know, for example, that Best Buy has nearly 10,000 openings? 
 
onTargetjobs owns a lot of smaller niche sites like BioSpace.com and MedHunters.com. 
Its expansive niche database allows users to find compatible job listings more easily than 
with general sites. 
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Dice.com is a job search engine dedicated to only finding technology jobs. It offers a 
targeted niche space for finding exactly the technology position you might be looking for. 
SimplyHired has been one of my favorite job search engines now for a while; mostly 
because of their SimplyFired contest. SimplyHired also offers a very unique job search 
experience; the user "trains" the job search engine by rating jobs he or she is interested in. 
SimplyHired also gives you the ability to research salaries, add jobs to a job map, and 
view pretty detailed profiles of various companies. 
 
LinkUp is a job search engine that searches for jobs within company websites. 
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